Advisory Board Meeting

Date: September 9, 2019
Time: 3pm
Absent: Taylor

Fight Song
Question of the Day: Do you like to cook?

Approved Minutes

Upcoming Events:
Foam Dance
Mexican Independence Day

Meeting Minutes:
-Bryce
  ● Publicity-behind & busy, so we need to pick up the slack where slack is given
  ● COMMUNICATION
  ● Hailee knows how to use canva, Lauren can learn. Then they can make their own flyers for their own events if they need to.
  ● There is the school account, which is on Publicity or Bryce computer, Gypsie & Allie have the passwords, and it is free.

-Update: E-sports is moving out, so we need to rearrange the room. The tables will go to surplus, and the blue chairs will go against the wall.

-Cleaning Log-Mariah will put it on Band or email it to everyone.

-Hailey
  ● True Eagle Committee
    -Jaylee
    -Hailey
    -Hailee
    -Collin
    -Tasha
Know by the end of tomorrow, who all is on the committee and when they can meet.

-Dalton
  ● Approached about Hello My Name Is dance music.
    -No need to change, College: explicit, community-clean
    -When clicking through songs, it’s easier to click explicit, then to try and find the clean versions, especially because a lot of the artists don’t make clean versions anymore.
    -Just make sure, when we are in the community, that we are respecting them, and playing songs that are clean.
    -Making sure that there is no hatred toward any group, like at the wave pool: we have to have clean music
    -Problems with excessive use, especially when it is the N-word
    -A lot of times, it’s not just the songs we play, it’s songs that students request. Just remain respectful!
    -The biggest problem was before people were dancing, while they’re dancing, they probably don’t care. But when they are dancing, they pay attention to the lyrics more.
    -Make sure there is a decent mix of both explicit & clean music for the sake of everyone.

Jaylee hasn’t had time to teach her team, but once she does, you can listen to a song, while another song is playing.
Not a fan of the software

Also, it is a rule to not be behind the DJ table during the dance. The only person that should be behind it is the DJ. The equipment is expensive and we want to keep everyone safe.

Another thing is to let someone know if you see someone drinking.

-David (Dalton)
  ● Mexican Independence Day (next week)
  ● September 16, 5pm-9pm
  ● It’s going to be set up like a fair, so there will be stations that we will need help handing out things.
  ● Set Up: 3:30
  ● Sound Request Forms: they will need sound there, for future reference, make sure to fill out sound request forms so we can make sure that you will have music.
  ● Food-buffet (Emily & Chef won’t be there) Step It Up

-Kailey
  ● Intramurals
- Lauren
  - Proposal: Latino Student Association as a Club
    - All in Favor:
    - Opposed:
    - Abstainees:
    - Motion Passed

- Gypsie
  - Porter: Wed at 11am (Lauren)

- Jaylee
  - Foam Dance
  - Set Up: 4pm
  - Friday 13,
  - Will have time to go home, change before the dance
  - 7:30am: Dorm Storm
  - Print off mini flyers, go up to student-encourage
  - Publicity-post before Friday
  - Dark clothes, no phone in pocket
  - Leave it to operations to do the software (DJ-already downloaded)
  - Mixer night (successful) above & beyond
    - 70+ people, buy more of everything
    - Some things that we would change is setting up 2 different stations, instead of just 1, don't do trivia, we could do ping pong/water pong.
      - Ideas:
        - Along that line, for Welcome Back Week, we could do this event, just in the MPR, (250 people) we would have to move some games down there
        - Digicade/Glow in the Dark mini Golf-expensive
        - Comedian-Shawn Bott, drinks & show?
        - Pay for cheaper/older movie-price it out

- Gypsie
  - Interview Process Wed. morning by end of week-Friday
  - Active Engagement Retreat-public service & engagement

Sep 24: Event moved, used to be the 26th

Family Dinner once a week
11:30-1 Active Advertising, during office hours